
CROCHET PATTERN

Pig in a blanket

Design: Manatee_Squares | Hobbii Design
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MATERIALS
1 skein of Rainbow Cotton 8/4 color 43
1 skein of Rainbow Cotton 8/4 color 58
1 skein of Rainbow Cotton 8/4 color 01

Crochet hook 3 mm (US D/3)
Safety eyes 5 mm
Toy stuffing

YARN QUALITY
Rainbow Cotton 8/4, Hobbii

100 % Cotton
50 g / 1.75 oz. = 170 m / 186 yds

ABBREVIATIONS
CH = chain
BLO = back loop only
DEC = decrease the next 2 stitches together
FO = fasten off
INC = 2 single crochet in the next stitch
SC = single crochet
DC = double crochet
SS = slip stitch
ST = stitch/es
SP = space
*__* = repeat instructions from * to * as
many times as instructed

SIZE
One Size

MEASUREMENTS
Width: 6 cm / 2.5”
Length: 7 cm / 3”

PATTERN INFORMATION
This little chap is the only pig in a blanket I
want to see this Christmas! Cosy and cute,
he’s the perfect festive friend.

HASHTAGS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
#hobbiidesign #hobbiipiginablanket

QUESTIONS
If you have any questions regarding this pattern, please feel free to email us at
support@hobbii.com
Please make sure to include the pattern's name and number.

Happy Crafting!
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Pattern

INFO AND TIPS
Your piggy is worked in rounds, you do not join at the end of each round.
The number in brackets at the end of each round indicates the total number of stitches.
You can use your preferred method to start your amigurumi. I like to chain 2 and work into the
second stitch, but if you prefer a magic circle that will work just fine.
Use pink yarn for your pig, and use red and white for the blanket.

BODY
CH2, 6SC in second chain from hook.
Round 1. *INC* x 6 (12)
Round 2. *SC, INC* x 6 (18)
Round 3. *2SC, INC* x 6 (24)
Round 4. *INC* x 6, *SC* x 18 (30)
Rounds 5-8: *SC* x 30 (30)
Round 9. *SC* x 3, *DEC* x 3, *SC* x 21 (27)
Round 10. *SC* x 2, *DEC* x 3, *SC* x 19 (24)
Rounds 11-15. *SC* x 24 (24)
Start stuffing your piggy so you can see his belly sticking out. Insert
safety eyes between rounds 14 and 15 approx. 2 st apart centred
above the belly.
Round 16. *2SC, DEC* x 6 (18)
Stuff firmly from here onwards.
Round 17. *SC, DEC* x 6 (12)
Round 18. *DEC* x 6 (6)
FO and use yarn tail to close the gap.

EARS
Make two
CH2, 3SC in second chain from hook.
Round 1. *INC* x 3 (6)
Round 2. *SC, INC* x 3 (9)
Rounds 3-4. *SC* x 9 (9)
Fasten off leaving a long tail for sewing.
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SNOUT
Here you work around the starting chain as shown in the photos.
CH4, start working into second CH from hook
Round 1. *INC* x 3, then begin working into the opposite side of the CH. *INC* x 3 (12)
Round 2. *BLO SC * x 12 (12)
Rounds 3-4. *SC* x 12 (12)
Fasten off leaving a long tail for sewing.

LEGS
Make four
CH2, 6SC in second chain from hook.
Rounds 1-3. *SC* x 6 (6)
Fasten off leaving a long tail for sewing.

TAIL
CH7
Row 1. SC in second CH from hook and each CH to end (6)
Fasten off leaving a long tail for sewing.
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ASSEMBLY
You may want to lightly stuff the legs and snout, but as the pieces are all so small, I didn’t
find it necessary. Use the photo as a guide throughout.
Sew the snout immediately below the eyes, resting on the belly,
Sew the ears to the side of the head over rounds 13-17.
Sew two legs to the body over rounds 8-10 and two over rounds 3-4.
Sew the tail to your pig’s bum over round 5.

BLANKET
With red yarn, CH4.
Round 1. (2DC, CH1, 3DC, CH1, 3DC, CH1, 3DC, CH1) all in fourth CH from hook. SS to top of
CH to join.
Round 2. CH3. (3DC, CH1, 3DC) in each of next 3 SP. (3DC, CH1, 2DC) in final SP. SS to top of
CH3 to join.
Round 3: CH3. 2DC in SP at base of CH. *(3DC, CH1, 3DC) in next corner SP, (3DC) in next SP*
x 3. (3DC, CH1, 3DC) in final corner SP. SS to CH3 to join.
Round 4: CH3. *(3DC) in next SP, (3DC, CH1, 3DC) in next corner SP, (3DC) in next SP* x 3.
(3DC) in next SP, (3DC, CH1, 3DC) in next corner SP, (2DC) in final SP. SS to CH3 to join.
Round 5: CH3. 2DC in SP at base of CH. *(3DC) in next SP, (3DC, CH1, 3DC) in next corner SP,
(3DC) in each of next 2 SP* x 3. (3DC) in next SP, (3DC, CH1, 3DC) in next corner SP, (3DC) in
next SP. SS to CH3 to join. FO red yarn.
Join white yarn in any corner CH SP.
Round 6: CH3. (2DC, CH1, 3DC) in SP at base of CH. *(3DC) in each of next 4 SP, (3DC, CH1,
3DC) in next corner SP * x 3. (3DC) in each of next 4 SP. SS to CH3 to join. FO and weave in
your ends.

Weave a 30cm length of yarn between your round 6 CH SPs and pull tight to wrap your
piggy up in his blanket. Tie in a bow and use scissors to even up your ends.

Enjoy!
Lauren
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